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TSVM proposals and presentation

Truus Kamphuis <trudyka@gmail.com>
Mon 2021-03-15 5:30 PM
To:  Shared.MunicipalClerk <shared.MunicipalClerk@canmore.ca>

I did not realise that I was no longer able to present - just home - helping a friend trying to get a Covid test only in in
Cochrane...:) .

This is my presentation.

Thank you for allowing me to speak. My name is Truus (Trudy) Kamphuis. The Bow Valley has been my home since 1992. My background
and degrees are in geology/environmental studies. I worked with Alberta Parks here in Canmore in the 1990s as a GIS analyst to help
map wildlife corridors and the effects of developments proposed by the various Three Sisters groups over the years. Since then I’ve
worked with the Alberta Utilities Commission and the Energy Regulatory Board (now the Alberta Energy Regulator) to update and
define their environmental/regulatory documents.  And as some of you know, I‘ve worked the last winters with the children and
hospitals in Laos and Cambodia.

You’ve heard the very best of so many that live in our valley. I’m speaking shortly, and for the first time. because I am so honored by
the depth of caring and the knowledge shared by our home - and what I’ve learned.

So only a short story. I was  lucky enough to spend time with Lou Kamenka and Gerry Stephenson exploring the geology of our
mountains. Alex Wright, another great mountain geologist and geophysicist here, found a new sink hole near the east end of the Peaks
of Grassi.  We took Gerry up there one summer afternoon and spent that evening poring over his extensive mine maps. We were
looking at an almost 90 degree upslope into some of empty and vast mine shafts. Mitigation seemed to be to fill into the pit (not sure
what was dumped) but safety was a plastic fence to surround it.

The maps going east into the proposed development area were a geological and undermining 'in depth' education. Are Gerry’s mine
maps available to the public now?

Thank you to you and to your council for making this opportunity for us to speak. 

Please honour your Climate Initiative and make our valley a light in the world.   


